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Introduction
In one of the most difficult fundraising environments in the last 50 years, Annual Giving teams are reevaluating their strategy
and looking for cost effective and innovative ways to increase gifts. Amidst tight budgets and resource constraints,
institutions are looking for proven approaches that will increase gifts, bring in new donors, boost young alumni participation
and increase awareness among supporters.
In the past few years, Annual Giving teams have seen their targets for donors and dollars increase even as the available
resources decreased. Raising “more with less” is not new to the Annual Giving teams who have been continuously squeezing
efficiencies from their contact database by adopting the latest technology and strategies. However, the exploding adoption of
social networks by donors has created unprecedented limitations that demand new solutions.

We implemented donorbadge as a way to reach out to our young alumni and to give
them the opportunity to show their pride in supporting Elon! donorbadge did just that
in a few short weeks and made a huge impact in young alumni giving to Elon.

- Melisha Chamra, Associate Director of Annual Giving, Elon University
Social networks have surpassed email in terms of both the number of users and the total hours spent on a monthly basis1.
Facebook is now used by more than 108 million users in U.S. alone, roughly one-third of the U.S. population. Social
networks are being used not just by the younger generation, but also by their parents and grand parents2. More than 50% of
the users log in to social networking sites every day3. The bottom line is that social networks have become an integral part of
the donor's life.

Figure 1: Social networks vs. Email

At a time when a vast majority of the institutions are still struggling to take advantage of the social networks, donorbadge
offers an innovative approach to utilize social networks for annual giving. By leveraging the social networks of existing
donors and volunteers, donorbadge has enabled the institutions to get a solid foot in the door of the social networks. Using
donorbadge, donors and volunteers create a compelling word of mouth campaign through their social networks resulting in
increased fundraising opportunities for the institution.
1

Source: Morgan Stanley The Mobile Internet Report April 2010
Source: InsideFacebook.com
3
Source: Facebook.com
2
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What results can you expect?
For a while now institutions have been trying to connect with alumni in social networks by using Facebook fan pages, Twitter
accounts and LinkedIn groups. They have invested considerable staff time to maintain them. While these tools are useful for
broadcasting messages they are not suitable for peer-to-peer solicitations and conversations. As a result, institutions have
signed up a number of fans/followers/members, but very few of them converted into donors.
Alternative tools such as Facebook Causes have also been ineffective for fundraising. Such tools also require significant
staff time to develop and maintain. Morever, they do not integrate with the institution's online giving infrastructure. As a
result, institution's scarce staff resources are split between two different fundraising platforms leading to poor overall results.
Based on these disappointing results, Annual Giving teams have come to recognize that the best way to incorporate social
networks in their strategy is to begin with their most passionate supporters such as donors and volunteers. By integrating
donorbadge into their online giving platform, they provide a social network application for the constituents who create a viral
campaign through their social networks. Donors and volunteers use personal influence and peer pressure to encourage their
friends to support the institution. Institutions can track the results using the donorbadge and benefit from the social networks
without investing any additional staff time.
For those Annual Giving teams who are looking for a proven approach to leverage social networks and for those who are
unsure about the returns from social networks, here are the six significant results seen by institutions who have adopted
donorbadge as the social network application for Annual Giving:
1. Direct gifts via social networks
2. Acquisition of new donors
3. Indirect gifts
4. Increased awareness
5. Increase in young alumni participation
6. Valuable data from social networks

1. Direct gifts via social networks
Institutions are seeing a continuous increase in the number of gifts coming from the social networks. When a donor or
volunteer sends a peer-to-peer message to their social network friends by using donorbadge, some of the friends instantly
click through the message, go to the online giving website of the institution and make their gift. The new donors in turn
encourage their friends to make a gift and the viral effect continues. Such direct gifts can be easily tracked by using a
combination of donorbadge data and institution's web analytics data.

UC Berkeley raised more $3,500 through direct gifts in late fall 2009. Since then they
are seeing a continuous increase in the number of gifts coming via Facebook.
Facebook became a top 5 source of traffic to UC Berkeley's online giving website after
the rollout of donorbadge application. Previously, traffic from Facebook was
insignificant.
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2. Acquisition of new donors
Majority of the donors who make direct gifts via social networks are first time donors. For many such donors, institutions did
not even have their contact information prior to the gift. Considering the life time value of new donors and the cost of
acquiring contact information for prospective donors, institutions typically recover their donorbadge investment with just a
handful of new donors.

More than 50% of donors who made a gift via donorbadge at UC Berkeley are new
donors.
Elon University acquired 300 new donors within 1 month by using donorbadge as an
integral part of its marketing effort.
3. Indirect gifts
Institutions have received a number of gifts from donors who choose to give directly in the institution's website after seeing
the donorbadge on their friend's profiles, newsfeeds and twitter streams. When a donor posts the donorbadge in the social
network, it serves as a soft reminder to the friends including past donors about giving back to the institution. However, some
of the friends might choose wait for an appropriate time such as the end of the calendar year to make their gift.
Below is an example of how donorbadge triggers an indirect gift from a UC Berkeley supporter who hasn't given back in 3
years.
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Institutions are also seeing an increase in gifts and ticket revenue by using donorbadge for their events. Event registrants
spread the word among their social network friends leading to an increase in number of attendees and gifts.

4. Increased awareness among constituents
By adopting a peer-to-peer approach led by donors and volunteers, Institutions have overcome the challenges associated
with lack of contact information and poor response rate to direct messages. The peer-to-peer approach is effective because
alumni are already connected by social networking sites and prospective donors are more receptive to messages coming
from a friend. Furthermore, the messages create passionate conversations and dialogs among friends leading to increase in
affinity towards the institution. Annual Giving Directors from several institutions have acknowledged that the awareness and
dialogs created by the donorbadge approach alone is worth so much to their organization.

University of Notre Dame increased awareness about the December 2009 fundraising
by using the social networks of the donors who gave during October and November
2009. Notre Dame's online giving website received more than 40 visits from Facebook
on December 31, 2009 alone.
University of Memphis reached out to more than 29,000 social network friends through
just 250 donors within the 1st week of donorbadge rollout.
5. Increase in young alumni participation
Increasing young alumni participation is a significant challenge faced by all Annual Giving teams except those institutions that
have already incorporated social networks in their annual giving. Successful institutions have connected with the young
alumni through the communication channel that they use the most i.e., social networks. As a result, they are able to create
peer pressure among the recent alumni and encourage their participation in young alumni challenges.

Elon University doubled its young alumni participation by using donorbadge as an
integral component of the Ignite 2010 Young Alumni Challenge. They raised more
than $205,000 from 628 donors in just 1 month.
6. Valuable data from social networks
Annual Giving teams are excited to get their hands on the social network data of the donors that is available through the
donorbadge application. They are able to collect the email address associated with the Facebook profile of the donor. They
gain valuable information about the donor from their Facebook profile, their friends and view the conversations. Institutions
can complement the donor's profile in their database with the rich social network data. By analyzing the social network data
and donor's level of engagement in donorbadge application, institutions are able to identify prospects for their volunteer
program.
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Summary
In today's economy with limited budgets and mainstream adoption of social networks, organizations that do not incorporate
social networks but rely heavily on traditional approaches such as email, phone, and direct mail are going to see increasingly
diminishing returns for their fundraising efforts. For such organizations, now is the time to refocus and develop a strategy
that incorporates social networks as an integral component of the Annual Giving program. Donorbadge's innovative approach
in leveraging the social network of donors and volunteers can serve as a great starting point for organizations that are looking
to give a boost to their fundraising efforts.
With donorbadge, organizations can increase their fundraising opportunities using a cost effective and proven approach that
is quick and easy to set up without investing in additional staff resources.
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